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It seems to be one of the fundamental features of nature that 
fundamental physical laws are described in terms of a mathematical 
theory of great beauty and power, needing quite a high standard of 
mathematics for one to understand it. You may wonder: Why is nature 
constructed along these lines? One can only answer that our present 
knowledge seems to show that nature is so constructed. We simply have to 
accept it. One could perhaps describe the situation by saying that God 
is a mathematician of a very high order, and He used very advanced 
mathematics in constructing the universe.

God used beautiful mathematics in creating the world.

"Beauty is the first test: there is no permanent place in the world for ugly mathematics."

Dirac: "Principle of Mathematical Beauty" 
we do not really know what the basic equations of physics are, 
but they have to have a great mathematical beauty. We must insist on that.







Quantum Science is one of the most powerful, transformational, and 
precise tools for exploring nature.

 It is also one of the most mysterious and misunderstood aspects of all 
science. 

Developed early in the 20th century to solve a crisis in understanding the 
nature of the atom, quantum mechanics has laid the foundation for 
theoretical and practical advances in 21st century physics. 

Quantum World

Newtonian or Classical World: Particles & Waves

Quantum World: Wave Particle Duality



Dual Personalities : Waves or particles



Bohr Model of 
Atom

energy quantization 



Understanding Quantized Orbits



Different kind of Quantization
“quantized Hall conductivity”

Hall conductance have been found to be integer  multiples of e2/h to nearly one part in a billion. This phenomena  has allowed 
for the definition of a new practical standard for electrical resistance, based on the resistance quantum given by the von 
Klitzing constant RK = h/e2 = 25812.807557.

Why is it surprising?? When you think of resistence, we know it depends on the material,  its width , length...

New state of matter, topological state and integers are topological invariants

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_unit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_unit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_resistance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_resistance




Why do we care?

Doing research is hard work and condensed matter systems are particularly opaque. So the question naturally arises: why are 
we working on this, are we masochists or what? To which the answer is of course, Yes; we are theoretical physicists, 
remember? But apart from that, there are many reasons to be interested in the quantum Hall effect.
	
 •	
 A very obvious first reason is that a large and growing part of the world's information storage and manipulation depends 

on the movement of electrons through semiconductors. Everything that could possibly be known about the subject should 
therefore be known.

	
 •	
 For those who immediately want to know whether something has practical applications: The integer quantum Hall effect 
is now used as the international standard of resistance. The incredibly accurate quantisation of the Hall resistance to 
approximately one part in 108 makes this possible.

	
 •	
 The constant e²/h is proportional to the `fine structure constant' in electrodynamics, which basically tells how strongly 
light interacts with matter. The quantum Hall effect provides an independent way of accurately measuring this constant.

	
 •	
 To a theoretical physicist, the fractional effect is a mouth-watering feast of new theories, nice mathematics, exotic 
statistics and topology galore. I will try to explain this below.

Quantum Hall is not the end, but just the beginning of the story

The integers that appear in the Hall effect are examples of topological quantum numbers. They are known in mathematics as the first Chern numbers and are closely related to 
Berry's phase. A striking model of much interest in this context is the Azbel-Harper-Hofstadter model whose quantum phase diagram is the Hofstadter butterfly

It is the “topological aspect of quanta” of Hall conductivity, that is causing all the excitment,
has reenergized the subject after quater century of its discovery. Before, I tell you about what are known as 
Topological insulators, let us talk about a simple model that brouhjt out the quantum aspect...

When Quantization works with very high precision, it forms the basis for 
precision measurements of magnetic field variations



Understanding Quantized Conductivity 
Integer Quantum Hall Effect

How can we understand the remarkable precision of Hall quantization despite the 
imprise characterization of the experimental materials, which have different 

impurities, different geometries

Answers to above question lie in topology.
The model system that exposed the topological aspect

is the system Hofstadter studied in 1976...

Before we discuss topological origin of Quantum Hall effect, we will discuss another 
interesting phenomena in the Hofstadter model, 

“FRUSTRATION” 

Before I explain this, I want to detour and tell you another interesting 
effect associated with these systems 

Theoretical understanding came by studying a simple model that was 
investigated in 1976 by Hofsdtader





Magnetic 
Flux

Energy

Hofstadter Model: Energy Spectrum of Electron in a crystal 
in the magnetic field

Quantum Fractal 



Topology and Quantum Hall Effect



“Topological Look at 
Quantum Hall Effect,”

 Aug 2003, Physics Today

Beautiful Example of How ideas from Geometry & Topology can determine Conductivity

Integers in Quantum Hall effect are 
closely related to Berry phase



Beyond Quantum Hall
Quantum Hall system is an example of a Topological Insulator

1980 2006

Magic of Quantum Hall : separate the forward and backward motion spatially so the imputy does not affect it
Quantum Spin Hall systems is a generalization with spin



Fractional Quantum Hall Effect,
5/2-state, non-Abelian statistics

and Topological Quantum Computing
physics today, 2006

New era in condensed matter:
New states of matter, just like finding new 

particle in particle physics







• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpZqmZPtj9I ( Steve Girvin 
U-tube lecture on Quantum Hall effect , 7 minutes))

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qg8Yu-Ju3Vw ( September 
10, 2009) Stanford Professor Shoucheng Zhang, discusses a new 
class of topological states that have been experimentally realized. 

• http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/1985/
klitzing-facts.html, nobel Lecture

• http://www.learner.org/courses/physics/, has a section on 
quantum physics

Some Useful Links
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